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Kenmore® Pet-Friendly POP-N-GOTM Canister Vacuum
PRODUCT FACTS
Product Overview
The versatile Kenmore® Pet-Friendly POP-N-GO™ Canister
Vacuum delivers a powerful clean on any surface. With an
adjustable nozzle, an array of attachments and easy to access
controls at your fingertips, this vacuum can go from carpets to
hardwood with ease. It’s also Certified Asthma and Allergy Friendly,
making it great for homes with pets and allergy sufferers.
Features:
 POP-N-GOTM technology takes this vacuum from carpet to
hardwood floor cleaning mode at the touch of a button,
providing powerful cleaning through the whole home
 Easy to adjust nozzle makes transitioning from carpets of
different lengths and thicknesses a breeze
 Two-motor system provides powerful rotation and suction for
maximum cleaning power, or adjust the motor speed to
change suction to clean delicate surfaces
 Fingertip controls and quick release pedal provide easy
access to adjust power and settings with a touch
 Telescoping wand ensures a top-to-bottom clean by helping
you get to hard-to-reach and high spaces
 Bag Check Indicator alerts you when the bag is full
 Versatile tools for every task, including premium horse hair
floor brush and dusting brush, crevice tool, and Pet
PowerMate™ to remove even the most stubborn pet hair
 HEPA Media Filtration system removes 99.97% of particles
0.3 microns and larger
 Automatic cord rewind prevents the frustration of manual
winding and tangled cords
 Certified Asthma and Allergy Friendly™ by the Asthma and
Allergy Foundation of America to reduce household allergens
Models/Dimensions:
 Model: 81614 (Matte Metallic Purple)
 Cleaning Width: 14.5 in.
 Cord Length: 28 in.
 Weight, Shipping (Approx): 23 lbs.
Date Available: September 2016
About the Kenmore Brand
The Kenmore brand is an industry leader in delivering trusted performance in
the home with smart and stylish appliance innovations that help consumers
do things quicker, easier and better. Recognized as a top appliance brand for
100 years, the Kenmore brand continues to give consumers more time,
efficiency and better results for better living with industry-leading products
across small and large appliance categories. For more information, log on to
www.kenmore.com or www.facebook.com/kenmore.

